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The Europ(ien Uhion' ha~ .m~d'e;sDfi~t
progress in putting In place the neq~ssary
framework conditions for .the_ development
of the.tnfo~rflatt~&!·solileiy1 .;wif~:-~i~l~w/-io
unleashing· its· g'i'o.Wth a'(Jd· · 9-rijpiO:Yfflent

potential bringlii{f benefits to . all. . :the
dynamism of the Information Society is

·
·

putting pressUre on· both public and private
sectors to be more flexible and to rapidly
take ·up. new ,challenges.
.
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For. this reasotLthe.
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recentlY.: launchi3'9:tit -bro~d.'coti~iJita!i,qn
explore the· ··nature· and ·· regiJ!atqry
implications of convergence between the
telecommunicati9ns,
media. · ; and
Information techn9logy sectors 2 .
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The present Communication responqs to
the need· for strengthened international
coordination In order to create an enabling
framework for the global electronic
marketplace {"on-line" economy) which Is
a fundamental element of the Information
Society.
The European Union has begun to
formulate several policy lines on electronic
commerce by stimulating the development
of an internal market for those services
whilst safeguarding public interests (cf.
Communications on "A European Initiative
in Electronic Commerce" 3 , "Harmful and
Illegal Content on the lnternet"4 and
"Ensuring Security and Trust in Electronic
Communication" 5 , and the Green Paper on
"Protection of Minors and Human Dignity
in Audiovisual and Information Services6 ).
In parallel, the European Union is
contributing to the development of
favourable conditions at international level
for
electronic
communications
and
commerce, for instance through the V\rr0 7
' See Rolling Action Plan (COfVl(96)607):
www.!spo.cec.belin!osoc/legreg.html
2
COM (97) 623: www.ispo.cec.be/convergencegp
"COM(9l) 157: www.ispo.cec.be/ecommerce
.iniii<:l.html
4
COM(96) 48i: www2.echo.lullegall
en./internell.cornmunic.htrni
:) COr\/ (97) ~)03: ':\."1.;\":\j.h;;qo.cec.be/eif
l) COi\',n~s) 11;r:: ,;;r--d!
~ 1YWW. 1/>/(0.0f;'i

agreement on basic telecommunication
services, the ITA agreement on tariffs for
information technology products, and the
WIPO agreement on the protection of
intellectual property. This policy is based
on the conviction that. the Information
Society can only be a global one, with the
wide participation of the international
community,
including
developing
coun\ries 8 .
Many of the Union's partners are actively
involved in building a framework for the
electronic marketplace. Worldwide there
are now numerous initiatives and
regulatory actions at national and regional
levels. These activities are not always
and
sometimes
reveal
coordinated
divergent approaches.
Ill-adapted or
fragmented regulation, however, will hinder
the development of the "on-line" economy
from which business and citizens have
much to gain. Decision makers in the
public and private sectors are becoming
aware of the fact that greater consistency
in these national and regional approaches
is needed and that this need is becoming
increasingly acute.
Against this background, there is a need
for the European Union and its Member
States to examine their policies with a view
to adapting or clarifying traditional
regulation to the requirements of the "online" economy.
This does not mean
delaying legislative activities at Member
States or Union level until global rules are
settled in the respective fields. Equally it
does not mean surrendering national or
regional traditions and cultures. What it
does require, however, is to engage in an
open debate and awareness-raising
exercise about the implications of the
global electronic marketplace and its
particular characteristics on certain rules
and their application. Progress should be
made in parallel between technology
and
European
changes,
national
regulatory actions, and cooperation at
international level on regulatory principles.
Provided it acts quickly and boldly, the
European Union has all tile potential to
make a positive contribution !o the shaping
of the new environment, drawing on its rich
' See Communication on ''th<J lnform<llion Socie<y
~nri Dev8lor.wm~n;·
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scientific, cultural and social assets. The
Union should signal to the international
community that it is determined to
contribute its experience and vision to
building a framework based on fair
competition, private sector investments,
open markets, and social inclusion,
accompanied by appropriate safeguards
covering both the wider public interest and
the interests of the individual.
This Communication advances views on
how to define the key issues that require
strengthened international coordination. It
does not propose concrete solutions to
these issues as such, in particular it is not
suggesting that there is a need for global
regulation of the internet or for the creation
of new international organisations. The
Communication essentially argues that the
time is ripe to seek a better international
understanding on how to proceed in the
near future to achieve a "friction" free and
borderless marketplace while meeting
general public interest objectives.

2.1 The emergence ofa global
electronic. marketplace
Growth in trans-border traffic over the last
two decades has been a striking feature of
the
communications
landscape.
International telephone calls have risen
from under 4 billion minutes in 1975 to
over 80 billion (estimated 9 ) in 1997 - a
growth rate of 15 per cent a year. At the
same time, they have contributed over
8 per cent of telecommunications service
revenue worldwide.
This growth is
forecast to continue.
International telephone
traffic
(billions of minutes)

In this way, the global community can work
together to maximise the potential of the
Information Society to stimulate growth
and innovation, to create new employment,
and to promote social and economic
cohesion.
To this end, it is proposed to invite experts
from industry and other involved parties to
a round tablE" meeting in 1998, to initiate a
debate at Ministerial level, and to seek an
understanding on a method of coordination
in the form of an International Charter.

Source: ll'll

More
recently,
digital
mobile
communications, in particular through
GSM, are providing global mobility in
personal communications. ·Today, more
than 200 GSM networks are in live
commercial operation in over 100
countries worldwide serving 55 million
users.
In the future, new ~ syst9ms wilt
have a major impact on the development
of global communications services. The
total addressable market for broadband
multimedia worl.~-wiQe is expected to grow
steadily from 100 million users up to 330
millions in 201 0 of which about 16 per cent
(i.e. 50 million users) are forecast to be
captured by satellite systems.
The
cumulative service revenues for satellite
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systems over the period 2000-2010 is
estimated to be around 110 billion ECU.
This considerable growth over recent
years has coincided with significant price
reductions driven by falling costs and
increasing competition, and the expansion
of data networl<s, in particular the Internet,
which will account for a growing proportion
of international traffic in coming years_.
Approximately 100 countries now enjoy
Internet access. Recent surveys 10 report
that there are around 20 million Internet
hosts worldwide, and the number of actual
Internet users is currently estimated to be
in the region of 100 million 11 • It is forecast
that this figure will increase to a quarter of
a billion users by the year 2000 12 .
Internet Hosts
(Thousands)

Source: Network Wizards

Figure 1 below illustrates how the nature of
the
communications
environment is
changing. The scope of activities possible
(e.g. medical, educational, recreational,
commercial) and the number of different
actors concerned has expanded through
liberalisation and the development of new
multimedia products and services.

Ex<§mpBs: !Eiectn:mlc Commerce.
Electronic commerce definitions may differ and
estimates may very, but nevertheless there are
clear Indications of strong growth. Estimates
published in July 199713 Indicate that businessto-bus/ness commerce over the Internet will
reecfl 7 billion ECU In "1997- a tenfold Increase
from 1996. In 2002, It Is forecast that ihe value
"' Network Wizards: v11ww.nw.com
"w•Nw.nua.le/surveys
,. Global internet Project: www.gip.org
n Forrc;ster Research: v•.~'\NVII.forres.ler.com

These developments are giving rise to the
emerging electronic marketplace. Not only
is communication itself emerging as a
worldwide business, it is also underpinning
the globalisation and networking of
economic activities.
New
business
configurations
are
appearing, particularly in informationbased sectors.
Companies, including
SMEs,
are
establishing
worldwide
networks linking research, production,
assembly and distribution. Services, in
particular
information services (e.g.
consultancy, banking, insurance, travel,
publishing, marketing, sales, advertising,
etc.), can now be produced in one country
and exported to another via electronic
networks.
The wide range of activities now
technically possible can only be fully
exploited if an international enabling
framework
emerges.
International
agreements have always played an
important role in the development of the
communications industry. Figure 1 shows
how the character of these international
public and private sector arrangements is
being progressively extended from mainly
technical to commercial and increasingly
legal issues as the communications
environment evolves.
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Figure 1: Enabling Framework for the global electronic marketplace

Example: Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM)

2.2 The need for· Interoperable
technical solti.tlons
Historically, in telecommunications, a
number of international public bodies were
set up to oversee agreements on technical
i_ssues, including the connection and
interoperability of national networks,
standards and frequencies (e.g. ITU 14 ,
IS0 15 , ETSI 16 , CEPT 17 , etc.).
Example: lnternatlonallnterc.onnectlon
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The first.telegfaph;'liries i:Jid no{Cfoss: niitiO'nal
frontiers because each'cciimtry used.ticliifefehi
system ~hd eikh. hcl~rits own te)~g[a{J,IJ~#}iif3..
Messages had, to li~:handed ovefa(ffbntliirs
before being retra/rsmitied over the telegraph
network of the neighbouring coun_try..Countries
than decided to conclude agreements to
Interconnect national networks.
The ability to offer users access to
personal
communications
facilities
wherever they travel in the world would not
have been possible had it not been for the
conclusion of international accords on
standards, frequencies, and "roaming".

"www.itu.int
''' www.iso.ch
10

v.rvvv..-. otsi fr

17

w\vw.thk.fi/coptlenglantl/certinfo.htrn

The riro~ile ·phone scene in the early-80s was
akin to::a car· being driven freely around the
motorways of Gennany, but stopping dead on
crossing the border into Franca.
The
introduction of GSM - the result of close
collaborotlon between industry, governments
and users at an International level (CEPT,
ETSI, EU) .- opened, the way for trans-border
mop/lit};. . or ·-"foamingn between different
netwoFf<s. · ·iiTesp~ctlve of' their · geographical
loc~f;dii,
New technological developments are
giving rise to new needs. These are linked
to issues such as the development of
Internet architecture, the frequency and
technical requirements of the next
mobile
wireless
generation
of
communications and new satellite and
navigational
systems,
including
reconciliation of requirements posed by
commercial
and
public
interest
applications, as well as the legal protection
of user interfaces for multimedia services.
The speed of technological developments
combined with the changing role of the
actors
concerned
mean
that
standardisation is beginning to follow a
different mechanism to that which has
operated
historically
in
telecommunications (public bodies) and in
the IT sector (agreements between "big"
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players, proprietary systems leading
sometimes to de facto monopolies): a
more open and flexible consensus-building
process.
A particularly striking illustration is the
"Internet community" (e.g. IETF, W3C,
lANA). Unlike the international switched
telephone network, which has largely been
built up within a formal and institutionalised
framework agreed by governments, the
Internet has developed according to its
own unique user-driven model into a loose
federation of interconnected computer
networks worldwide. It is made up of
groups which are open and follow a more
spontaneous organisational model, but are
therefore more difficult to define.
Example: the domain name system (DNS)1B
In an Increasingly commercialised Internet, the
most coveted domain is ".com'; intended for
commercial organisations. But ".com" Is a noncountry-specific generic top level ·domain that
can be used by anyone in the world. . The
availability of useful names is quickly running
out and registering under the narrow confines
of ·~com" cannot work for much longer. In 1996
there were around 40,000 registrations.
Today, there are over 4 million. In the future,
questions such as who should be responsible
for managing the funding, administration, and
assigning of domain names In generic Top
Level Domains, and how to introduce more
competition Into. the management of the:DNS
have to be answered.
•
system,

will

The Internet community is trying to build
on open standards that allow both
interoperability and competition.
Open
standards are particularly important with
regard to hardware and software tools for
Internet use and access. Items such as
browser software are in a way the "entry
ramps" to the information superhighway,
and it is important tllat they be based on
open standards so that all users may have
equal access to the Internet. Otherwise
proprietar)' standards and their attendant
licensing schemes will cont,·ol access to
content
and
Electronic
commerce
transactions. sn~:: V\ .. T ac:\t:=;r~:.c;!y influenc-e
lir:.ensinc and other
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Because of an open and flexible model,
Internet standardisation up to now is quick
and agile.
Measures to facilitate the
continued growth of the Internet as an
important feature in global communications
will need to take this open, user-led
approach into account

2.3

Ens'Urlnii marl<et access and
competition

The electronic marketplace will reinforce
the ongoing trend towards globalisation,
which, as trade figures show, is gathering
speed. As a share of world output, trade
has more than tripled since 1950 - from 7
per cent to over 22 per cent. Investment.
too, has become a powerful force for
economic integration with cumulative
assets of foreign investment trebled since
1987 - to over 2.5 trillion ECU. A
significant proportion of trade in money
markets takes place on-line. The daily
volume of foreign exchange deals
worldwide exceeds 1,000 billion ECU 19 •
A number of agreements have given an
added impetus to these trends. notably
within the WTO, through the GATI, GATS
and TRIPS agreements, which will
continue to play an important role in
promoting trade liberalisation, including the
recent agreement on telecommunication
services.
One of the major obstacles for the
development of advanced communication
services which are at the basis of the "oneconomy
are
high
line"
telecommunications
costs.
Dramatic
reductions in the cost of computing power
together with competition are pushing
tariffs and giving rise to a global
infrastructure where distance becomes
meaningless.

A tmnsetlenUc: telephone Cc'lf IWV<' co.sts just
·: .6 pNrcsnt or ~'t~l!t~r- it cos£ CiU yH&r.~· ago. Ano'
i!1e ~'Vor:c: l:_{;;:r./;: prc..::J·cir 1'-'~<·J,,· :~}· -~~010 U:;; cos£
~:/J/1 :n';~i(; f-:_ile;; l:y ::~i?o< .. f-::i . , i~·J, ·:):3~·$ FiL~kfna
!'or Jn.stt: nee tt::?r.s~l~.~~~::r~ :Jr:· /.-; ~~\ :YJ:/11 :r,;,'r:!oDfions
i;~cre.flslnf:~'Y ef~OrdrJbt,;x (. .:.) {' ··
·;;,.'.<:; q'f'f! D!!o~~·
:;r/K·:!f i:u;s!tJt3S3f>S (~n~; inf.'i~l}<f~u::!~: t::.} ~ ..:.A·c;!J!isf:
ren-~ots presencat J)t:J;.toud {/;e: r!"sr; .. ·.:cfitfr:ef
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:1C, IA!.,L!\ Ff\!C,
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busines~ ,is already no lqn.ger linjitefii~to: bfg
multi-national companies bu( .within reach of
evel}'oQe . who, for Instance by • using: the
Internet, is able to set up a. global business at
lowcostsf-. < ·G ··---. ·- - -- > " •-
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Falling tariffs will create further dynamism
in the electronic marketplace, notably
when broadband communications become
more affordable. The current limitations of
Internet
access
and
also
mobile
communications to relatively narrow
bandwidth needs to be overcome as
quickly as possible. In most cases, the
necessary incentives will be provided by
market
demand
and
competition.
Therefore effective implementation of
agreed WTO rules are crucial.

2.4 The need-

for ·a

framew6rk. ;',:'

consistent· l.~gal

· · ·· _:;,:::• · ·

As a principle, the legal frameworks of the
off-line world will be applied to the on-line
world and public interest will also need to
be safeguarded in a proportionate manner.
However the technical possibilities of open
networks like the Internet are already
beginning to put legal structures to the test
in various fields of existing law. In some
cases, the specific character of the
borderless electronic marketplace and the
transmissions which circulate within it may
therefore require clarification or adaptation
legal
frameworks
and
of
existing
enforcement mechanisms. The following
illustrative examples aim to demonstrate
the diversity of these issues.
The question of how taxes and tariffs
should be applied and implemented to
electronic commerce is a major issue in
this area. For instance, the impact of
electronic commerce in the area of indirect
taxation needs to be examined.
Example: Value-Added Tax
The musical content of COs Is delivered on-line
from a countl}' A to a Countl}' B; I.e. no
physical goods are sent, the "music" Is simply
downloaded by the customers. Unlike a hardcopy, it passes from supplier to consumer
witl1out being subject to customs controls.
Countr; B Is unable io collect the VAT unless it
is voluntarily declared by the resident
consumer. Furtl?etmore, a supplier in country
B would be obliged to chiH;;Je 'vf\ Ton all s~les,
leaving him at a diaadvantage. To put both
suppliers on an equal i'ooting, the tax regime

wdulct!,J~@ii · ''!-modifications which
invo/vetf,cfia'
- ; 'IA'i· '(Jr;.·: the basis
loc~'ti6n"9riha

·srohiei'S. · ·

might

of the

In some cases, the on-line world is
beginning to expose differences in national
laws, even though such differences may
be entirely compatible with the markets
and activities for which those rules were
originally developed. A central legal issue
for users of open networks, such as the
Internet, is that of identifying which party
should be liable for legal violations in the
network environment.
The current
situation is characterised by considerable
legal uncertainty to the detriment of some
parties.
Moreover, the increased use of open
electronic networks has also resulted in an
increasing number of jurisdictional conflicts
between States. The explosive growth in
networked communications means that
such jurisdictional conflicts are likely to
become more and more common.
Example: jurisdiction

A company In Countl}' A establishes a site on
the Internet by which It sells products. The
company's site cen be accessed by Internet
users In Countl}' B, but It sells no products end
otherwise transacts no · business there. A
consumer in Countl}' B flies suit against tfle
company iii Countl}' B, claiming that the
information, on: its. web site. /so-misleading under
ihe)/aws;o'f~ili~fcount,Y.' The court in Countl}'
•.. ".,.• ''-''· · .'·'·. ·s'dlqtio(J. over the company based
·g.acdessible there, forcing
· richicostly suit in a foreign
.':fli'QH;it'b'iii~rwis~· has no ties. 20

The networking of activities is encouraging
the "virtua-l" mobility of human resources
and is giving rise to a more global labour
market.
Trans-national work in tt1is
context is likely to have implications with
regard to the applicable law for labourrelated issues.
Adequate mechanisms
which can solve disputes regarding transborder work and which can serve as
guidelines for the parties when transnational work is agreed upon may be
needed.

20

At the European level, jurisdiction in the field of
civil and commercial matters is regulated by the
Brussels and Lugano Conventions on Jurisdiction
and the Enforcement of Judgements 1n Civil <.md
Commercial matters (1968 and 1953, respectively)

.'
A teleworl<er employee with residence in
Country A, worl<s for a company established In
Countrx B. Whst ar the legal imp}icetion ?.

Technology allows intellectual property to
be copied. and transmitted worldwide with
relative ease. As a result, different levels
of legal protection in different countries
become more relevant for rightholders and
users.

data on ttie user's"7/Te sty(e preferf!nces. No
lnfoimatlon Is given regarding the likely uses of
these data. The company then sells on the
information It collects to many o(her
companies. The individual receives unsolicited
e-mail messag&S and telephone cells from
aompani&S wishing to sell their products. The
lndividuai knows that under leglslst!on In
CountrY A, they have legal right to object to the
use of parsonal data for such purposes llfld
that thelfl Is e national scheme to do so easHy
and wilh9U1 ~arpe. No such legal right exist In
Coun(fy B and lhflt individual therefore. has ·no
remedy to thiS problem.
·

Example: copyrlghi"
Country A provides for a exception to the right
of comrru.m/c"atlon to the public (on-lln't) for
teech!llll and. :~ciiintlfi9: research. Country B
' does not! A un/vef':l/fy In Country A Includes,
on ' the • basis · o( the research/leaching
excef!tion, . worl<s protected by copyright in its
site without the authorisation of the righ
ho(der. The site Is accessible in Country B.
The unlv~rslty therefore Infringes rights which
exist in country B and in any other country
where It Is accessible. The university must·
ensure that it has ~.l{thorlsation, if necessety, in
all countries wherfi the site Is accessible.

Similarly, significant differences in data
protection regulation, or the absence of
data protection provided at regional and
national levels are likely to hinder crossborder electronic trade and deter citizens'
use o{communications services.

An individuaiIn Country A visits the web~ite of•
8 CO{!Ipeny based 1/l Country B. The web site,
befote a/lowing en!ry, requires all users to
complete an on-line questionnaire, which,
requests the\!!§§!.).. /!gfSQII~ rtetails P/ld Silber
21 An

improved international commercial 8nd legal
frameworit for Intellectual property is emerging
U1rough llle TRIPS ag"'emoot. and tho WIPO
treaties of D<lcember 1996 on Copyright. and on
Petfoonances and Phonograms. The CommiSsion
has recendy adopted a proposal fO< adirective on
copyright and related rights In the Information Society
(C0M(97)628fln). This dlrec1ive will complement the
existing Community ftamewO<k on copyright and
related rtghts, YA'llc:h addfeSSe$ already certain
copyrlghtlsS!Jes rotated to 1l1e Information Society.
"'In 1l1e field Of data protection, the EU haS adopted
a directive on the protection or individuals with
rogard to 1l1e processing of personal data and on U1e
free movement of such data (Otrective 9514Cl/EC) and
a Direetive concerning the processing of per$0nal
data and U1e protect!en of privacy In 1l1e
telecommunications sector (Oirec1ive 97/06/EC).
Oata·pcotectlon l s also being.tackled by the Council
of Europo (1981 Convention on Data Protection) and
the OECO.

Trademark ·laws are also affected. Online
advertising .with national or. supranational
trademarks In the absence of agreed
princ(ples may also not be without its risks.
For example, the limitations of the lntemet
domain name system are giving rise to
legal battles involving national rightholde'rs
sharing the same trade mark. Companies
are rapidly becoming aware of the great
value of easily memorable lntemet domain
names. · Trade marks are territorial , yet
names registered under the domain name
system are both unique and intematlonal.

l
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Example: trade merlftZJ
Two frencophone companies. ln. two different
countries'•have a n~iionai..T~'!iBrt< for two
different products which includes the name
"Dumont': Which company ,shOuid b6 able to
trade lntematlonally on the ·rnt~met under the
domain name "Dumont.com"?

As well as challenging existing laws, the
technical characteristics of networks and
commerce
require
new
on-line
agreements, for example in the field of
security and authentication. Measures .will
need to provide legal security and trust in
the medium and prevent the appearance
of "weak links in the chain" in countries
secur~y
guarantees
are
where insufficient>' .
Example: aulhentlutton

.... ' .

'

u WIPO prepared in 1997 new dispute settlement ·
mechanisms and specific guidelines to solve
potential oonnicts between domain nameS and·
trademM<s.
"The TelocommunicaUons Council of 1/12197 asked
the European ·commission to prOJX)Se a Oirectl-.ce on
"digital signat>Jres". The QECO ag"'ed on "Guidelines
lot Cl)lplography Policy" in )997.
•
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The· absence of a ·harmon/sed approacli to
Certificatio/1 AuthoiitifJs '(CA)'which cah !~~nfy
the Identity abd>aiithentlcity of correspondents
could seriously l{ndermine the. de'velopl:r:feht of
cross~border trust: Certificates Jssued,by,a CA
in one country mig6t not be reC~fflJiS.~iJ),by .a
CA In another CQLinifY,. ·especiapy I(C?,n~,~S<?!!f!lry
has foreseen a :licensing scheme ;for CAs: and
the certlflcatfi .. h~s· ·been iss'ueri·'bV ii';76[~irii?
unlicensed eX:" ;:r,
· · ' .J , · ::~<~r;( (

Existing laws and mechanisms providing
consumer protection will also need to be
clarified. A major inhibitor to consumers is
the difficulty in locating the origin of
products, establishing liabilities where
these products fall short of the advertised
quality standards or prove to be unfit for
the intended use.

Example:. consumer protection
In the electronic market place, a customer
could be misled Into thinking that he or she
was purchasing a product from a firm
registered in his or ber own country (thereby
subject to its laws or regulations) and us/rig the
corresponding country code In its domain
name, only to find that the product emanated
from another country, where In fact the
company is subject to a different regime of
controls.

There is also uncertainty concerning the
validity of contracts entered into over the
network, and the means of redress
available when undertaking transactions
via the Internet.
Example: terms ami conditions of CO(/tr<u~t

A consumer in Country A desires to purchase a
product from a company in Country B ov~r the
Internet. As part of the on-line offer, the
consumer is supposed to accept the
company's generEil ierrns and condWons,
which are quite lengthy, by clicking "OK". The
consumer does click "OK': but did not read the
terms and conditions as he would have had to
stay on-line too long.
When the product
develops a defect, the company defends itself
basad on the disclaimer of liability in the online terms and conditions, which the consumer
claims should not -apply since the law of
Country A requires t~rms and conditions to be
of reasonable length and complexity. 25 26

Networks can also be misused for criminal
purposes. Examples of such high-tech
crime include various forms of computer
manipulations, computer sabotage and
extortion, computer hacking, computer
espionage and software piracy. Fighting
hi-tech crime calls for more cooperation. 27
The wide accessibility of content of all
kinds also raises issues of public interest
with numerous social and cultural, as well
as economic implications. Differences in
national or regional cultures and moral and
ethical codes also give rise to divergent
national laws. In the on~line economy, this
may lead to situations where a site may
contain what one nation regards as
indecent or unethical, whilst the same
legal
content may be considered
elsewhere.
Example: harmful and Illegal content
In an effort to prevent the spread of what It
regards as "unsuitable" or "offensive" material
in its jurisdiction, Country A decides to make all
content of this kind illegal. Country B's content
standards are Incompatible with Country As.
Should content, for example contained in
advertlsing':on. certain Internet sites emanating
from Cc>uritry B, be considered "indecent" by
authorities In Country A, it may decide to take
legal actiofl against information service
providers orlginat{ng in Country B. Authorities
in Country B might dispute such a charge on
the ·groVnds .that It Is an ~nfringemant of their
citizens·· fundamental rights to freedom of
expression.
,'
,:

2.5 Conclusions: Requirements for an
international framework
The global electronic marketplace requires
an
appropriate
framework
covering
technical, commercial, and legal aspects.
This should foster interoperable technical
solutions, competitive business practices
and consistent rules. It does not need to
consist of detailed and harmonised rules
on all relevant aspects.

26

25
At the European level, applicable law to contractual
obligations is determined by the Rome Convention
on the Law applicable to Contractual obligations of
1980.

At the European level, such disclaimers of liability
are prohibited by the product liability directive
(85/374/EEC)
27
High tech crime was discussed at the G8 Summit
in Denver (1997) and at the ministerial meeting in
Boston in December 1997.

A number of obstacles needing to be
addressed by this framework have been
identified above. As to their priority, views
may differ, but some of the issues can
already be recognised today as requiring
the urgent and coordinated attention of the
international community.
Among these
priorities there are issues such as
consensus on the Domain Name System,
agreement on binding data protection
rules, reducing communication costs,
providing certainty in taxation, and
agreeing on the legal implications of
electronic authentication.
Because of the fast-moving environment
which
characterises
electronic
communications and commerce, some of
the issues may be resolved relatively
soon, others may prove to be significant
bottlenecks, whilst others are yet to
emerge.
The development of an
international framework must therefore be
based on a forward-looking and flexible
approach.
The above analysis makes it clear that
increasingly issues touch upon legal
frameworks. It is increasingly necessary
to examine them at a global level as
uncertainty surrounding different national
to
these
and
regional
responses
challenges will hamper the further
development of the electronic marketplace.
Therefore, a broad dialogue on the key
issues
amongst
public
authorities,
industry, consumers and international
organisations should be envisaged.

Already,
organisations
at
intergovernmental and private sector levels
have been mobilised into working towards
solutions within a variety of formal and
cooperative frameworks.
A host of
conferences
and
events
involving
governments,
private
sector
and
international organisations have been held.
For example, electronic commerce-related
issues were discussed during the G7
ministerial
conference
in
Brussels 28
(February 1995), the Midrand conference
(May 1996), UNCITRAL adopted a "Model
Law" on electronic commerce in 1996, the
Bonn Ministerial conference (July 1997)29 ,
the ITU "Telecom Interactive" event in
Geneva (September 1997), the ISO Global
in
Brussels
Standards
Conference
(October 1997), the OECD 30 conference in
Turku (November 1997), the TABD in
Rome (November 1997), the Council of
Europe Ministerial conference on Mass
Media Policy (Thessaloniki, December
1997) and at the APEC (Vancouver
November 1997), EU-US (Washington.
December 1997), and EU-Japan (Tokyo,
January 1998) summits.
Much work has already been achieved
within the WTO, notably the GATI, GATS
and TRIPS Agreement, which will remain
an important motor of trade liberalisation.
The successful conclusion of the Uruguay
Round of multi-lateral trade negotiations
and the recent agreements achieved in
information
technology
products.
telecommunications and financial services.
have given a new impetus to global trade.
They have also demonstrated that many
countries share a strong mutual interest in
improving trade conditions.
As regards the provisioo of, and access to
new information services, however, ltle
trade community faces the challenge of
er~suring ffee
access to the global
28

www.ispo.ooo.be/g7/g7main.html

"WWW/2.echGl.lulbBl1n/wnferenue.htmt
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electronic
marketplace
through
the
effective implementation of competition
rules.
The WTO provides a basis to
address this challenge, in particular
through the GATS. In this respect, a
debate is currently emerging as to whether
there is a need to adjust those provisions
when they apply to services provided
electronically. The new round of services
negotiations scheduled to start before the
year 2000 could have implications for
further liberalisation. In addition, the WTO
working group on "trade and competition"
should eventually lead to the strengthening
of competition rules at world-wide level,
which would apply across sectors,
including electronic communication and
commerce.
Besides the work undertaken in the WTO,
ongoing discussions in other fora, such as
the OECD, WIPO, ITU, UNCTAD, etc., as
well as bilateral discussions with the
Community's major trading partners, such
as the United States and Japan, are widely
contributing to building consensus on
electronic commerce issues.
Although good progress has been
and
achieved,
the
understandings
agreements arrived at within these fora
consist either of principles, which are not
necessarily compatible, or do not cover all
elements of a comprehensive framework.
Also, the process will now need to
continue with as wide a participation of the
international community as possible,
including the developing countries. As
chapter 2 shows, there are a growing
number of urgent issues awaiting
solutions.
Since electronic commerce is adding
rapidly a new dimension to the global
economy, the international community
should define an appropriate mechanism,
which can help the different actors to
respond more quickly to new requirements
as they arise in a coordinated manner. In
this context, they need to answer two
questions:

Two quastlons
o

What are the most urgent obstacles
and what are the most effective means
to remove them?

., -WhaFmelhodTot- coordination is_

best

'5Jfi~i:Rt6';;e$/36iichapl(}ly-1Jdifeffedivety

·ioc ~~'~;617atiel19~s? · -·

What is required is an urgent and detailed
examination of the problems and the
·priorities, in order to allow the international
community to address them in a
substantive and coordinated manner_
There is growing experience amongst
industry, consumer groups, governments.
and international organisations, of the key
problems needing solutions in order to
foster the development of the global
electronic marketplace.
The difficulty lies in obtaining a consistent
approach in view of the number of different
groups engaged in parallel activities, which
One can
are not always coordinated.
however observe in many areas an
emerging convergence of views on the
definition of problems. These include, for
instance, requirements from industry for
proportionate and technology neutral
regulations,
from
consumer
groups
seeking adequate data protection. as well
as
consistent
implementation
of
competition rules.
Opportunities to exchange information can
help to identify and solve problems which
arise from a lack of sufficient lmowledge
on applicable frameworks and help to
distinguish them from those problems
which will require the clarification or
adaptation of binding or non-binding
regulations.
The Commission will support such
activities where necessary and possible.
In particular, it will use ·its own fora and
planned events as opportunities to
contribute to the debate (e.g. expert group
meeting in Copenhagen on cryptography
in April 1998, Information Society Forum 31
- in which major business and social group
interests
are
represented
the
consultation launched by the Green Paper
on convergence). Initiatives may also be
inspired by activities such as the
Memorandum of Understanding "Open
" www.ispo.cec.be/infoforumlisf.html
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Access to Electronic Commerce for
European SMEs", signed by over 100
organisations32 and open for membership.
Furthermore, it will seek to promote an
active EU contribution to the consensus
building process, both in the private and
public sectors.
Among the various groups, industry is
currently particularly active as it develops
new global business structures and
services. They are at this stage probably
most advanced in confronting the
drawbacks of existing rules.
For this reason, in the course of 1998, the
Commission will invite industry to
participate in a round table at expert level
(to which experts from Member States,
international partners and consumer
groups will also be invited}, to provide an
opportunity for all to present their views in
a
more coordinated
manner and
encourage an exchange of information.
It is however also important that these
views are presented to public policy
makers at a global level. For this purpose,
it is proposed, in the course of 1998 or
early 1999 at the latest, to:
(i) either organise a specific International
Ministerial Conference;
(ii) take advantage of one of the already
planned
international
events
at
Ministerial level.

set of binding rules.
They should,
reach
a
forward-looking
however,
understanding on how best to develop
common approaches to problems and their
solutions, i.e. to develop a sustained
method of coordination in which public and
private sector interests are adequately
represented. This could be agreed multilaterally in an International Charter.

An International Charter would:

•

be a multi-lateral understanding on a
method of coordination to remove
obstacles for the global electronic
marketplace;

•

be legally non-binding

o

recognise the work of
international organisations

•

promote the participation of private
sector and relevant social groups

o

contribute
to
transparency33 •

more

existing

regulatory

An International Charter would not
therefore define the key issues to be
solved as such, but contain
an
understanding on how a process of
strengthened international coordination
should be organised, with as wide as
possible a participation of the international
community. The Charter could be agreed
by or in the course of 1999.

The outcome of such a meeting could be
an understanding on priority issues and
how to tackle them.
3.3

Developing a method of
coordination:
An International Charter

As shown in chapter 2, a number of
problems are already visible but, as the
global electronic marketplace develops,
one can expect many new issues to
appear, whilst others may change or even
vanish. In addition, there is a growing
constellation of actors and bodles
involved. Therefore, all actors should
examine how they could work tQgether in
future. What is not required is to establish
an international supervisQry authority or a
:oz www.eto.org.uk/ttrade/m!Jul

"The G7 Ministerial Conference in Brussels of
February 1995 established the Global Inventory
Project. This could develop into a suitable
international forum for the exchange of information
on legal issues and frameworks relating to the
Information Society: www.gip.int
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This Communication sets out:

.,

.,

"

..

the need for an international enabling
framework for the emerging global
electronic marketplace;
a preliminary analysis of emerging
obstacles to this framework covering
technical, commercial and legal nreas;
a proposal for immediate action to
coo;dinate views on the key obstacles
and the most effective means to
remove them - building on stronger
private sector (including consumer
groups) involvement;
a proposal for an International Charter
through which parties would agree on a
method of coordination between all
relevant parties.

As indicated, this Communication does not
attempt to propose solutions to the specific
issues identified nor does it set out to
define the respective roles of the relevant
international fora. It outlines how improved
multi-lateral
coordination
could
be
developed. The next steps will therefore
depend upon the responses the European
Commission will receive to its proposals.

(i). ,, .;· '· .. ' · :·W~tb; M~trj!Jer'$ta.t~~ :and.· seek
;,
·. ~!ilii': ;on '·•(fi~ 'iJroc(3dura.
"·'. . .S· ,;!,Jj{j

arise ,in. the

';i6ii-J~. :;v• ~riB: ;)3'fjneral

:ehoi. th'~ .Commission's

e§:(:Yj~f: )~t~f7laiional

.P§/1
-

l

,

o,p~p·.discussion
.;:

._·v

•

,.• ,;,. •;: ,.,,. ~ilftd~~tiYand others

ng · mtemat1onel pattners to a
round table meeting In 1998 to obtain a
more comprehensive picture;
(iv) seek to promote an active, EU-wide
contribution to the consensus-building
.process, by both private and public
sectors.

(v) Invite all interested parties to sand by
31 March 1998 their comments to the
following
e-mail
address:
alf@bxl.dg13.cac.be.
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[;1,\P/EC

(Asia~Pacific

Economic Cooperation)

APMUC {Asia Pacific l'l!etv1ork Information Center)
APT (Asia-Pacific Telecommunity)
AR~N

(American Registry for Internet Numbers)

ASEPS~

(Association of Southeast Asian Nations)

G'.U4C (Business and Industry Advisory Committee)

crtrEl (Comisi6rilnteramericana de Telecommunicaciones)
DVIE (Digital Video Broadcasting Group)

!EFF (Electronic Frontier Foundation)
ETSi (European Telecommunications· Standardisation Institute}

FNC (Federal Networking Council)
Gil? (Global Internet Project}
gTLD-fv1oU (Generic Top Level Domain Memorandum of Understanding)
!AS (Internet Architecture Board)
IAI'lA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority)
ICC (International Chamber of Commerce}
IESG (The Internet Engineering Steering Group)
tETF (Internet

Enginee~ing

Task Foree)

INl'A (International Trademark Association}
lntarNIC (Internet Network Information Center)·
ISO- (International· Organisation for Standardisation)

!SOC (Internet Society)
ITU (International Telecommunications Union).
MERCOSUR ~Mercado Comun del Sur)
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement}
NCC-RIPE (RIPE Network Coordination Center).
NSF (National Science Foundation)
NSI (Network Solutions Incorporated)
OAS (Organisation of American States)
OECO (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development)
PANAFTEL (PanAfrican Telecommunications Network)
PATU (Pan-African Telecommunications Union)
POC (Policy Oversight Committee)

~ASCOM (Regional African Satellite Communications Organisation)
RIPE (Reseaux IP Europeens)
TABD (Trans-Atlantic Business Dialogue)
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UMTS- Forum (Univeral Mobile Telecommunications System- Forum)
UN (United Nations)
UN/ECA (United Nations Economic Commission for Africa))
UN/ECE (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe)
UNCITRAL (United Nations Commission on International Trade Law)
UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development)
UNDP (United Nations Development Program)
UNESCO (United Nations Education·al, Scientific and Cultural Organisation)
W'C (World Wide Web Consortium)
WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organisation)
WRC (World Radiocommunications Conference)
WTO (World Trade Organisation)

